UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, TIRANA
VACANCIES 2017-2018
LOCATION: Albania.
INSTITUTIONAL TYPE: University.
VACANCY TYPE: Lecturer, Associate Professor or Professor.
SALARY: Commensurate with rank.
DISCIPLINEs: Finance, Accounting, Economics/Economic Disciplines
Responsibilities: Teaching a variety of undergraduate, graduate and/or doctoral courses
within the candidate’s field of expertise and engaging into research fitting under UNYT’s
research pillars.
Key Qualifications: minimum level of education Ph.D. or PH.D. candidate
Deadline for Applications: Open until Filled.
Start Date: October 2017.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------University of New York in Tirana (UNYT), Albania (South-Eastern Europe)
[http://www.unyt.edu.al], Faculty of Economics and Business are accepting applications to fill vacancies
in Economics, Accounting, Finance/ Economic Disciplines.
Applicants need to demonstrate ability to strengthen the Faculty’s teaching (at undergraduate,
graduate and/or doctoral level) and research profile. Cultural adaptability, the ability to collaborate well
in a multi-ethnic environment and native-speaker level fluency in English are must qualities. Teaching
and research experiences are highly appreciated.
Typical course-load is no more than 420 lecture hours throughout the year (Fall, Spring and
Summer).
UNYT is an accredited multi-ethnic, private university in Tirana, Albania, delivering American
degrees, established since 2002. It strives to provide an intelligence, knowledge, skills and technologyintensive University Education that shifts efforts, intellectual assets and resources from a local to a
global environment through participating and inter active learning in small classes.
UNYT is a unique University in the Region aiming to educate global leaders of tomorrow
Instruction and working language, at UNYT is in English.
UNYT is an equal opportunity employer.

Application: Qualified candidates are kindly requested to send initially by e-mail at
hr@unyt.edu.al and suzanaguxholli@unyt.edu.al , quoting code “ECON_Fall 17” in the
Subject field of this e-mail:
1. A Letter of Application detailing
key Qualifications for this
position;
2. Current curriculum vitae;
3. Photocopies of credentials and
transcripts;
4. A
Statement
of
Teaching
Philosophy;

5. A short statement about the
candidate’s research interests;
6. And the names, titles, positions,
postal and e-mail addresses, phone
numbers of at least two professional
references.
7. Copy of passport and ID card.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
 ONLY complete applications will be considered; all documents must be sent in one message.
 ONLY short-listed candidates will be contacted.

